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Company Profile

The client is a technology-focused, privately-owned finance company specializing in the acquisition 
and management of prime to subprime automotive installment contracts. Based in Southern           
California, the client provides financing to over 50,000 dealerships nationwide through its extensive 
network.

The Challenges 

The client boasts a significant operation with over 1,200 employees across 10 different countries. 
They have over 400 Dealer Account Managers serving all 50 states in the U.S. and manage a total 
of $3.0 billion in assets. Maintaining an effective cybersecurity program for such a vast network 
presented numerous challenges. 

Here are the 5 challenges they faced :

The company struggled with collaboration and information sharing 
among its numerous subsidiary companies.

They lacked adequate network visibility, making it difficult to identify 
and respond to potential security threats.

The process of tracking and mitigating vulnerabilities was         
time-consuming and resource intensive.

The lack of experienced cybersecurity professionals made it difficult 
for the client to keep up with the latest threats and manage its          
network security

They lacked a comprehensive plan to manage 
cybersecurity, leading to a fragmented approach and increased vulner-
ability to potential threats
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How Strobes Addressed the Challenges
The client engaged Strobes Security Inc., a cybersecurity organization based in Dallas, Texas. 
Over the past 2 years, Strobes Security has significantly improved the client’s cybersecurity     
posture.

With decades of experience in vulnerability management and offensive security solutions, 
Strobes has helped over 200 global enterprises, SMBs, and startups build robust security 
programs. The Strobes team consists of ethical hackers and certified professionals with           
backgrounds in security research, bug bounty hunting, and penetration testing.

Strobes helped the client develop a robust security plan that includes:

Strobes used its VM365 product to implement a vulnerability               
management process. VM365 aggregates vulnerabilities from multiple 
sources such as scanners, the internal team, external vendors, and bug 
bounty platforms. This product provided the client with enhanced 
visibility into their infrastructure security through various types of         
analytics including a risk summary, a compliance view, SLAs and TATs, 
threat intelligence, and vulnerability prioritization.

The client heavily invested in defensive security measures such as a 
SOC, firewalls, and XDR. Strobes tested the efficacy of client's defences 
using offensive security solutions (e.g., application pentest, cloud         
infrastructure pentest, assumed breach approach) and identified       
misconfigurations, missing patches, and zero-days.

Strobes used its asset discovery tool to identify and     categorize client’s 
assets. They also performed asset assessments which were planned 
and executed based on the criticality of those assets.

Strobes’ compliance experts created schedules for compliance-based 
assessments (e.g., PCI DSS pentest and segmentation test) which were 
ultimately planned and executed using Strobes' PTaaS module. 
This process helped the client stay ahead of schedule and meet 
compliance needs on time by preparing an annual security calendar.

Strobes' analysis helped identify common security best practice errors, 
leading to developer training sessions. They also facilitated faster, more 
effective collaboration by integrating notification tools (e.g., Slack, 
Flock, email), and helped users stay on top of P0 and P1 issues. The 
VM365 prioritization score provided them the right set of vulnerabilities 
to address to improve their security posture.
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Company Status

In the ever-evolving world of cybersecurity, it's crucial to have a comprehensive and efficient         
solution to manage vulnerabilities. That's where Strobes comes in.

The client was able to detect over 200 misconfigurations, 700 vulnerabilities, and 400+ 
missing patches across its applications, code repositories, and cloud infrastructure. 

Strobes' planning and security solutions cut the organization's security budget by 40%.

The solution greatly improved their turnaround time for resolving vulnerabilities and 
reduced the frequency of vulnerability reappearance  through security training sessions.

The increased infrastructure visibility enabled the client to stay on top of compliance 
requirements while maintaining their business schedules.

“ “

- Group CISO

Without a review from the experts at Strobes, I believe we would 
be operating our critical infra with a false sense of security

security@strobes.co www.strobes.co (+1) 972-865-7439

United States (HQ)
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